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1v1 Defending

Objective: To learn the basic principles of defending in a 1v1 situation.
Session Part: Warm-up

Organization

Time:
8 Players

Numbers:

Click to insert session diagram

1 player - 1 ball each.
Gates scattered around the area 5 yards apart.
Begin the warm up without a ball - gradually increase the ball once players understand the exercise.
Players dribble the ball inside the area performing various ball mastery skills on the coaches call.
On coaches call of "GO" players attempt to dribble through as many gates as possible in set time limit.
Progressions
Increase/decrease gate size.
Add a defender to apply pressure.
Set time limit.
Introduce element of competition between players.

Session Part: Technical Fundamentals
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Time:

Area:

40x20

Numbers:

8 Players

20

Players split into pairs - 1 ball between 2.
4 equal 20x10 channels set up in the area - extend width if needed - 1 pair in each channel.
Player 1 (defender) passes the ball to player 2 (attacker) and then applies pressure.
Player 2 then attempts to dribble past the defender.
Begin without a ball and unopposed to improve defending technique and understanding.
Progressions

Coaching Points

Unopposed - opposed activity.
Introduce points system.
Change opponents every 5 minutes.
Increase/decrease width and space available.

Apply pressure quickly.
Side on stance - delay the attacker.
Deny time and space on the ball.
Steal/pinch the ball when the opportunity arises.

Organization

Time:

15

20x15

Area:

8 Players

Numbers:

2 teams of 4 split into 2 groups play against each other.
2 fields replicating same activity - 1 goal at either end.
1 player from each team begins dribbling the ball towards opposing players goal.
Defender applies pressure and a 1v1 situation materializes.
Players attempt to score in opposing teams goal.

Progressions

Coaching Points

Add a second attacker.
Add a second defender.
Set time limit for attackers to score.
Change roles and opponents for each team.

Apply pressure quickly.
Arch run and force the attacker one way or the
other.
Deny time and space on the ball.
Steal/pinch the ball when the opportunity arises.

Organization

Session Part: Small Sided Game
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Coaching Points
Soft touches - close control.
Awareness of open gates and other players.
Awareness of the defender.
Acceleration through the gates.
Keep count of score.

Organization

Session Part: Game Scenario
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10

25x25

Area:

Time:

Area:

40x35

Numbers:

8 Players

15

4v4 game - 2 end zones at either end of the field.
No goals to be used to start the game.
5 balls in each teams end zone.
Aim of the game is to transfer all 5 balls into the opposing teams end zone to win.
Team with the least balls in the zone by the end of set time limit are the winners.

Progressions

Coaching Points

Overload a team - 5v3.
Increase/reduce amount of balls to transfer.
End with free play and goals introduced.
Set 1v1 between each team.

Teamwork and communication.
Good defensive stance when faced 1v1.
Force player sideways or backwards.
Dictate where you want the attacker to go.
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